
ATTACHMENT1

ERRATA TO TAPE RECORDING ATTACHED TO NRC
MEETING REPORT 50-387, 388/97-05

The original tapes (slow speed, one side) were copied onto three standard tapes (normal

speed, two sides) for docket distribution. Duplicate tape ¹3 is mislabelled. Sides 1 and 2

are transposed.

The original tape ¹1 was copied onto docketed tape ¹ 1 (both sides) and continues on the
first part of tape ¹2, side 1 for about 20 minutes. At the end of the original tape ¹1 ( 1/3
through docketed tape ¹2, side 1), a tone initiates signifying the original machine stopped.
The tone continues for the rest of Tape ¹2 side 1 because the processor did not promptly
reload original tape ¹2. Original tape ¹2 starts on side 2 of docketed tape ¹2. There is

about 5 minutes of overlap between the original tapes that the recording machine
automatically records. This overlap is present on the originals, and is present on the
copies. The original tape ¹2 ends early on docketed tape ¹3, side 1; followed by the short
overlap created by the recording machine.

There is also a small overlap installed by the processor on the docketed tapes at tape ¹1
side 1 to side 2, tape ¹2 side 1 to side 2, and tape ¹3 side 1 to side 2. A similar overlap
is present from tape ¹1 side 2 to tape ¹2 side 1. However, there is a small gap (about 2

minutes) on the docketed tapes between tape ¹2 side 2 and tape ¹3 side 1. This was
caused by inadequate overlap installed by the processor during duplication. The length of
the gap varies slightly from copy to copy due to variations in the length of each tape. A
recording of the discussion omitted from the docketed tapes has been copied from the
original recording, and is attached herein.
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